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Abstract— We study new hierarchical indexing approach to
process XPATH queries. Here, a hierarchical index consists of
index entries that are pairs of queries and their (full/partial)
answers (called extents). With such an index,XPATH queries can
be processed to extract the results if they match the queries
maintained in those index entries. ExistingXML path indexing
approaches support either child-axis (/) only, or additional
descendant-or-self-axis (//) but only in the query root. Different
from them, we propose a novel indexing approach to process
a large fragment of XPATH queries, which may use/, //, and
wildcards (∗). The key issues are how to reduce the number
of index entries and how to maintain non-overlapping extents
among index entries. We show how to compress such index
and how to evaluate XPATH queries on it. Experiments show
the efficiency of our approaches.

I. I NTRODUCTION

XPATH is an XML query language operating on tree struc-
turedXML documents.XPATH queries are typically expressed
by the child-axis (/), the descendant-or-self-axis (//) and
wildcards (∗). An XPATH query can be processed using join-
based algorithms (e.g., [1], [2]). In addition to evaluating an
XPATH query as joins, many indexing approaches (e.g., [3],
[4]) are proposed which build structural summaries overXML

tree for maintaining the results ofXPATH queries. With such
indexes, anXPATH query, e.g.,/book/section/title, can
be processed by extracting the result maintained in the index
entry for /book/section/title. Moro et al. [5] compare
indexing approaches with join-based approaches on evaluating
XPATH queries. Their result shows that an indexing approach
is better if the query is supported by the index. However, most
indexing approaches can supportXPATH queries with/-axis
only but cannot handle//-axis efficiently.

In this paper, we propose a novel hierarchical index, called
PP-Index, to process a robust set ofXPATH queries.PP-Index
is a hierarchical index that supportsXPATH queries with any
child-axis (/), descendant-or-self-axis (//) and wildcards (∗).
A hierarchical index consists of index entries that are pairs
of queries and their (full/partial) answers (called extents). To
make such an index approach effective and efficient, the key
issue is to reduce the index size (i.e., the number of index
entries and the total extents maintained).

The main contributions of this paper are as follows:

• We proposePP-Index for supportingXPATH queries with
the /-axis, the//-axis and wildcards∗.

• We propose a compression technique to significantly re-
duce the number of entries inPP-Index while supporting
//-axis.

• We conduct experiments to demonstrate the efficiency of
our approaches.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II
describes the problem studied. Section III proposesPP-Index
and its compression technique. Section IV shows experimental
results. Section V concludes this paper.

II. PROBLEM STATEMENT

The fragment ofXPATH queries we attempt to support is:

q ::= q/q | q//q | A | ∗

Here,A is a label in anXML document and∗ is the wildcard
that matches any label. Also,/ and // are child-axis and
descendant-or-self-axis, respectively.

An XML index has a set of entries of the form(q, E(q)),
whereq is anXPATH query, andE(q) is the extent (i.e., result)
of q.

XML index problem. The problem is to construct an effective
index that is small in size. The requirement of small size
demands the reduction of the number of entries, and the extents
should be non-overlapping.

This XML index problem is challenging. With only the
two most frequently usedXPATH axes (/-axis and//-axis),
the number of index entries is exponential (e.g.,O(2.62n)
[6] for a linear XML tree with n nodes). This indicates that
it becomes infeasible to construct an index for efficiently
processingXPATH queries with/-axis and//-axis, if an index
is simply constructed as a set of index entries,(q, E(q)). In
this paper, we propose to construct such an index withO(n2)
entries, and maintain non-overlapping extents.

III. PP-Index

Let P denote the set of all path queries(p) whereE(p) 6= ∅
over an XML tree. We divideP into three subsets:Pc is
the subset ofP with /-axis only; Pd is the subset ofP
with //-axis only, andPx includes the remaining queries, i.e.,
Px = P− Pc − Pd.

Consider a linear tree withn nodes. The size ofPc is O(n).
The size ofPd is O(2n), which is determined by the following
deduction. There are
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Fig. 1. An XML Tree and Indexing Approaches
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=2n−1, as only//-axis
is allowed inPd. The size ofP is O(2.62n) [6]. Due to the
exponential sizes forPd andP, existing index approaches have
primarily focused onPc.

We consider two interrelated but different relationships
among P-queries to construct a hierarchical index forP-
queries. They are prefix and path-containment. The former
provides a mechanism to find the requested entry for aP-query.
The latter provides a way to identify the requested extents to
answer such a query.

Let p = α1l1α2l2 . . . αmlm andp′ = α′
1
l′
1
α′
2
l′
2
. . . α′

nl
′
n be

two P-queries wherem < n, αi is an axis andli is a label.
We explainprefix andpath-containmentbelow:

Prefix relationship: p is a prefix ofp′ iff αi = α′
i and li = l′i

(1 6 i 6 m). p is themaximal prefixof p′ iff p is a prefix of
p′ andn = m+ 1.

Path-containment relationship: p′ is contained inp, denoted
as p′ ⊑ p, if the labels inp match the labels inp′ in order,
and the last labels match (i.e.,lm= l′n). Furthermore, for two
matched labels (e.g.,li and l′j), the corresponding axes have
that: /-axis maps to/-axis (i.e.,α′

j = / if αi= /) and//-axis
maps to rightward path (i.e.,αi=//).

A. A Prefix Only Approach

A well studiedXML path index,1-Index [3], is a hierarchi-
cal index forPc-queries using prefix relationship. In1-Index,
there is an edge from an entry(p1, E(p1)) to another entry
(p2, E(p2)) if p1 is the maximal prefix ofp2. Consider anXML

tree in Figure 1 (a). Its1-Index is shown in Figure 1 (b) with
three entries:/a, /a/b and /a/b/c. Each entryp maintains
an extent (E(p)), indicated by “〈〉”. For example, the extent
of /a/b for the XML tree (Figure 1 (a)) hasm tree nodes
2, 4, · · · , 2m , indicated by〈{2k}〉 (16k6m) in Figure 1 (b).
1-Index is defined onPc-queries using prefix relationship.Pc-
queries are evaluated by finding a corresponding entry and ex-
tracting its extent. Note that for two index entries,(p1, E(p1))
and (p2, E(p2)), in 1-Index, we haveE(p1) ∩ E(p2) = ∅ if
p1 6= p2.

However,1-Index cannot handle allP-queries. The size
of a similar approach forP-queries may be sizable. Assume
that we build an index forP-queries with prefix relationship,
as 1-Index does forPc-queries. This approach suffers two
problems: (i) the number of entries is exponential (inO(2.62n)
[6]) because of the combination of/- and //-axis, and (ii)
the overlapping between two extents is high. With such

redundancy, a large storage is required and the duplications
require to be removed during query processing.

B. A Path-Containment Only Approach

A hierarchical index forPd-queries can be constructed using
path-containment relationship. In such an index, there is an
edge from an entry(p1, E(p1)) to another entry(p2, E(p2)) if
p2 ⊑ p1 and there does not exist an entry(p3, E(p3)) where
p2 ⊑ p3 ⊑ p1. Such an index for theXML tree in Figure 1 (a)
is shown in Figure 1 (c). This hierarchical index, based on
path-containment, suggests that an entry(p, E(p)) does not
need to maintain its extentE(p) if E(p) can be identified
by searching its descendants in the index. Consider fourPd-
queries://c, //a//c, //b//c, and//a//b//c, in Figure 1 (c). The
results for them are the same. There is no need to maintain
the same extent four times. The same extent for the four
queries can be maintained atE(//a//b//c) only. Processing
one of the fourPd-queries requires searching through the
hierarchical index. The path-containment based index can
efficiently support path-containment relationship, but itcannot
support prefix relationship as1-Index does, e.g., it cannot
easily identify//a//b from //a in Figure 1 (c).

C. A New Prefix/Containment Approach

We propose a new hierarchical index which supports both
prefix and path-containment and can answer anyP-query. We
explain the main idea using an example, and omit detailed
discussion due to space constraints.

In order to reduce the number of index entries and maintain
non-overlapping extents, we introduceweak-extent, denoted as
E(p), such thatE(p) ⊆ E(p). With weak-extents, a query(q)
may need to be answered by either a single entry or several
entries.

The main idea behind the hierarchical index is as followings.
Index entries arePd-queries, since anyP-query (p) has a unique
correspondingPd-query,pd=DOUBLE(p), whereDOUBLE(p)
replaces all/-axes in p by //-axes. Such index entries are
used to find the requested entries for a givenP-query in a
top-down search. On the other hand, anyP-query (p) has
a unique correspondingPc-query, pc = SINGLE(p), where
SINGLE(p) replaces all//-axes inp with /-axes. The weak-
extent maintained for(pd, E(pd)) is E(pd) = E(pc) where
pc = SINGLE(pd). There is no overlapping between weak-
extents, since anXML tree nodex with label-path px is
uniquely maintained at entryq whereq = DOUBLE(px).



For theXML tree in Figure 1 (a), our proposed hierarchical
index is shown in Figure 1 (d). The nodes (entries) and edges
are explained as follows:

1) A query (pd) in an entry (pd, E(pd)) is a Pd-query.
Comparing Figure 1 (d) with Figure 1 (c), the number
of entries in both figures are the same.

2) The edges that represent path-containment/prefix rela-
tionships in Figure 1 (b) and (c) are all maintained in
Figure 1 (d).

3) The weak-extents maintained forPd-queries(pd) are
E(pd) = E(pc) wherepc = SINGLE(pd). Consider Fig-
ure 1 (b) and Figure 1 (d). The weak-extents maintained
in E(//a), E(//a//b), and E(//a//b//c) are in factE(/a),
E(/a/b) and E(/a/b/c), respectively.

With such a hierarchical index (Figure 1 (d)), anyP-query
can be efficiently processed. First, aPc-query (pc) can be
processed to find its corresponding entry(pd, E(pd)) where
pd = DOUBLE(pc), and returnE(pd) since E(pd) = E(pc).
Considerp1=/a/b, p2=DOUBLE(p1)=//a//b, and the result
is E(p1) = E(p2) = {2, 4, · · ·}. Second, aPd-query (pd) can
be processed to find the entry(pd, E(pd)), and combineE(pd)
and all the weak-extentsE(p′d) if (p′d, E(p′d)) is a descendant of
(pd, E(pd)) in the index and bothpd andp′d have the same last
label (path-containment). Consider//c with the resultE(//c)=
E(//c)∪ E(//a//c)∪ E(//b//c)∪ E(//a//b//c). The weak-extents
for E(//c), E(//a//c), and E(//b//c) are empty. Therefore, we
have E(//c)= E(//a//b//c)= {3, 5, · · ·}. Finally, any otherP-
queries (i.e.,Px-queries) can be processed by combining the
techniques mentioned above.

D. PP-Index Compression

A node may have an empty weak-extent. We call a node
real-nodeif its weak-extent is non-empty; otherwise we call it
virtual-node. A virtual-nodev in a PP-Index (G) is removable
if all nodes (u), which have p-edges fromu to v, are virtual-
nodes. All removable nodes(v) and the incoming/outgoing
edges around them can be removed, which results in a com-
pressed graphG′. The number of virtual-nodes is large. The
compression greatly reduces the entry size fromO(2n) to
O(n2), wheren is the height of anXML tree.

IV. PERFORMANCESTUDY

We report the performance of the proposed index in terms
of efficiency. We compared our algorithms with join-based ap-
proachesTSGeneric [7] andTwig2Stack [8], and disk-based
F&B-Index [9]. TSGeneric optimizesTwigStack by lever-
agingXR-Tree for skipping irrelevant data items.Twig2Stack
outperformsTwigStack in that it can avoid useless path
matches, especially for the/-axis. The test document is
226M XMark XML document. The queries are selected from
randomly generated queries, listed in Table I.

From Figure 2 we can see thatPP-Index (PPE) outperforms
the other approaches in one to two order of magnitude, since
the size of corresponding compressedPP-Index is small. We
only need to scan a small number of index nodes to identify
the results.

PQ1 : //people/person//homepage
PQ2 : //site//people//person
PQ3 : //site//regions//item/location
PQ4 : /site/open auctions//annotation/description//listitem

TABLE I
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Fig. 2. Path queries onXMark

F&B outperformsTwig2Stack (T2S) andTSGeneric (TSG)
in most cases, since it optimizes the index lookup with join-
based method, which can prune many nodes that do not
contribute to the result. ForPQ4, TSGeneric outperformsF&B,
since XR-Tree can improve performance for queries having
low selectivity asPQ4. For the other queries,T2S and TSG

have similar performance since the node selectivity onXMark

is high andXR-Tree cannot accelerate processing much.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we proposePP-Index for path queries. We
then show how to compress the index entries, and maintain
non-overlapping weak-extents. Experiments show the effi-
ciency of our proposed approaches. For future work, we plan
to compare our approaches with the “join-in-the-middle” type
index (e.g.,FIX [10]). We also plan to further compress the
number of index entries by mining frequently usedXPATH

queries.
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